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The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission was created to coordinate planning in a ninecounty region, with Philadelphia as its epicenter. (Wikimedia Commons)
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sought to alleviate the overcrowding of central cities by
directing growth into the rural hinterland. In 1928, a
coterie of Philadelphia-area power brokers—municipal
reformers, corporations, planners, and real estate
developers—created the region’s first formal planning
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organization, the Regional Planning Federation of the
Philadelphia Tri-State District. The federation’s director,
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restoration (NewsWorks, June 1, 2016)

Russell Van Nest Black (1893-1969), drew up a utopian
plan for the area. His proposal suggested the
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construction of newly built garden cities—planned,
dense, self-contained communities—surrounded by

The regional planning commission’s
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All of that changed in the 1950s as the federal
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highway system. The 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act, which provided $25 billion towards the
construction of new interstates, required the close synchronization of federal and state
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In 1959, the Penn Jersey Transportation Study brought together experts from nine area
counties and local universities, under executive director Henry Fagin (1913-2009), to
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centers. Aerial photography also had a powerful effect on planners’ imaginations. Traditional
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political maps had encouraged parochialism by reinforcing the importance of municipal
boundaries. But overhead photography demonstrated the region’s interconnectedness.
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In the years to follow, that holistic vision fostered a newfound awareness of the
environmental impact of urban development. After the passage of the National
Environmental Policy Act in 1970, DVRPC began research on the region’s air and water
quality. It also assumed responsibility for water supply, natural resource, greenway, and
solid waste planning. Later in the decade, DVRPC issued a region-wide watershed
management plan to protect the area’s surface and groundwater resources in accordance
with the Clean Water Act of 1972.

An Expanding Role
DVRPC’s scope extended beyond environmental, land use, and transportation planning. In
the late 1960s, it turned its attention to historic preservation, which thereafter became a key
factor in its comprehensive planning mission. DVRPC’s 1969 report on historic preservation
compiled the first master list of sites worthy of protection in its open space plans. DVRPC
promoted historic designation for numerous historic structures—ones like James Fenimore
Cooper’s birthplace in Burlington, New Jersey, and Frank Lloyd Wright’s multifamily homes
in Ardmore, Pennsylvania. DVRPC also emphasized the importance of historic sites to the
tourism industry, which was expected to explode as visitors flocked to the region in 1976 for
Bicentennial celebrations.
In the 1980s, DVRPC issued
sweeping reports that forecast
future transportation needs.
Using predictive modeling, these
reports demonstrated the
economic importance of
expanded public transit and
highway facilities. Long-term
projections were instrumental in
the construction of new

This map shows the nine-country area (in white) that falls

roads—I-476, I-95, US Route

under the umbrella of the Delaware Valley Regional Planning

422, NJ Route 55—which helped

Commission. (DVRPC)

to accelerate growth in the
region’s suburbs. It also called for new rail lines, including the Center City Commuter
Connection, which finally linked all of Philadelphia’s major railroad stations when it was
completed in 1984. DVRPC also began to encourage greater public participation, soliciting
input from area citizens on its long-range plans. To formalize this process, it created the
Regional Citizens Committee, which became an important—if sometimes
contentious—forum for residents to comment on the DVRPC planning process.
During the 1990s, DVRPC’s planning scope expanded considerably with passage of the 1991
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). It provided expanded federal
funding for metropolitan planning organizations to provide more seamless connections
between transportation modes—pedestrian, bicycle, transit, air, marine—not directly
targeted by earlier highway-focused legislation. DVRPC incorporated these
recommendations into their federally mandated Transportation Investment Program
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reports, which ranked hundreds of local transportation projects in order of priority. During
the 1990s, DVRPC also issued reports on the region’s housing supply, recommending that
municipalities promote multifamily and rental construction to increase the availability of
affordable housing. And DVRPC redoubled its environmental efforts, initiating a new air
quality program and providing commuters with subsidies to encourage public transit
ridership.
After the appointment of executive director Barry Seymour in 2006, DVRPC tried to balance
autocentric development with more progressive planning goals, including a focus on public
transit and regional equity. As in previous years, suburban governments and developers
resisted this shift towards urban-focused planning. Still, DVRPC’s efforts included a regional
food system plan—the first by a metropolitan planning organization—that encouraged local
stakeholders to improve food supply equity. It also invested in recreational facilities,
including improved trail infrastructure for bicyclists and pedestrians. In 2011, DVRPC faced
an internal controversy: It disbanded the long-standing Regional Citizens Committee (RCC)
because of fierce infighting among its members. While it was replaced by the Public
Participation Task Force, ex-members of the RCC lamented the commission’s alleged
unwillingness to consider public input.
In 2013, DVRPC issued its latest long-range plan for the region, Connections 2040. It called
for continued investment in transportation infrastructure despite funding shortfalls. As
DVRPC approached its fiftieth anniversary, its long-range plan echoed the goals it had set
forth at its founding: “creating livable communities, managing growth and protecting the
environment, building the economy, and establishing a modern multimodal transportation
system.”
Dylan Gottlieb is a Ph.D. candidate at Princeton University, where he works on recent
American urban history.
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